Lesson 13

Problem Set

1. At least 4 sets of parallel lines drawn
2. Five sets of parallel segments circled
3. a. Parallel segment drawn through point S
   b. Parallel segment drawn through point T
   c. Parallel segment drawn through point U
   d. Parallel segment drawn through point V
   e. Parallel segment drawn through point W
   f. Parallel segment drawn through point Z
4. Parallel lines drawn

Exit Ticket

a. Parallel segment drawn through point H
b. Parallel segment drawn through point I
c. Parallel segment drawn through point J

Homework

1. At least 3 sets of parallel lines drawn
2. Five sets of parallel segments circled
3. a. Parallel segment drawn through point S
   b. Parallel segment drawn through point T
   c. Parallel segment drawn through point U
   d. Parallel segment drawn through point V
   e. Parallel segment drawn through point W
   f. Parallel segment drawn through point Z
4. Parallel lines drawn